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EDITORIAL NOTE
Upon DR. JESSE FEIRING WILLIAMS,
head of the Department of Health and Physical
Education in Teachers College, Columbia University, Rollins College on February 27, 1939, conferred the degree lt0noris causa of Doctor of
Science. In presenting Dr. Williams for the degree, Dr. John Palmer Gavit said in part:
Dr. Williams has devoted his professional career
chiefly to the cause of health and physical education
as indispensable in the development of personality,
and . . . to the training of teachers inspired and
equipped to further that cause. His whole career is
eloquent of his spirit and convictions. . . . His interest in education is inborn and unquenchable; but always it contemplates the all-round development, not
of the "intellect" alone, nor of the physical body alone,
but of mind, body, spirit, as a unified and indivisible
whole. It is peculiarly fitting that now, as Rollins
College intensifies its effort in precisely that direction, it should give special recognition to a man
par excellence leader and teacher and inspiration in
that field.

In conferring the degree upon Dr. Williams,
President Hamilton Holt said :
Doctor of Medicine, Author, Athlete and Trainer
of Athletes and Teacher of Teachers; friend and inspirer of young people in their search for significance,
unity and purpose in life; battling pioneer in the effort
to break down old scholastic barriers and to make
Education serve its true threefold purpose; for your
labors to give human roots and human meaning to
Scholarship and to enlist its values in the real life of
today; at the same time to elevate health and sane
recreation to their place in the scheme of Education;
especially for the spirit which has actuated your life
. . . Rollins College confers upon you the degree
of Doctor of Science, and admits you to all its rights
and privileges.
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THE
EDUCATION OF THE WHOLE MAN
are challenging days. But everyone
cannot fully appraise all the forces behind
the living drama of the American scene.
The old women of Paris, knitting in the shadow of
the bespattered guillotine, were scarcely aware of
the birth that issued from that bloody blade.
Knitters in American society, who see only one
answer to the problems of American life, seem
equally unable to interpret the forces playing
upon the human materials of man. It is obvious
that we need to examine all aspects of American
life, and to seek answers to the varied problems
that persist. From analysis of many particulars,
we may be able to arrive at a synthesis. This is
the hope of educa~ion; the justification of scholarship.
But that "certain blindness in human beings", of
which William Jones wrote so convincingly, grips
educators as well as others. It has been difficult
indeed for us to see education in relation to life,
schooling as living experience-the whole of life
rather than a bit of life.
Current discussion of human affairs would lead
the casual student to believe that our American
problems are primarily economic. Indeed, widespread faith exists in the power of material wellbeing alone to provide peace and contentment for
all. Nothing seems more sure of itself than the
dogma that economic planning will bring a perfect
answer to man's incessant search for happiness.
It is obvious of course that preoccupation with
material well-being as the chief end of life forces the
employment of certain and exclusive means. Ends
are not goals at all except as means are conceived
for their accomplishment. American opinion, faced
with the harsh realities of economic distress, and
influenced by the doctrine of economic determinism readily accepts the rational, impersonal, and
"practical" as means and correspondingly neglects
the social, emotional, and expressive areas of life.
It is not strange that the worldwide economic
collapse and social upheaval after the war should
turn our thoughts so exclusively to economic solutions of our problems. But what, for example, can
material well-being offer to more than half the occupants of our hospitals who are suffering from
mental and nervous disease, to large numbers of
our ambulatory citizens who are manifesting various psycho-neuroses? What can it propose for our
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alarming record of crime and delinquency, and the
ever-rising rate of recidivism? What can it promise
for the disillusionments, not only of age but of
youth,-youth that has lost largely a zest for life
and is asking today for security?
The present preoccupation with problems of
economic welfare forgets older efforts. It forgets
the striving of ten full centuries to develop the
concept that spirit is the only true reality. In a
world that lacked practically everything that we
enjoy today of material well-being-a world that
knew poverty and distress, sickness and disease,
famine and death far beyond our ability to appreciate-in such a world the supersensual was held
to be supreme. It forgets, also, the effort of four
more centuries to solve man's problems by training the mind. The zeal of the schoolman was
matched by the convictions of the intellectuals. The
modern emphasis upon economic and social planning
is a fruit of that intellectualism that blossomed in
the Universities of Berlin, Jena, Heidelberg, and
Bonn, later to spread its strong vines over the
academic trellises of American university life. It
is the belief that mind can solve all the problems of
life by educating mind. Faith in faith of the
scholastics passed with Bacon into the faith in intelligence that dominated the 19th century. It
remains today as the abiding belief of the forces
of school and college life.
Sydney Smith wrote, "The moment Ireland is
mentioned, the English bid adieu to common
sense". The moment education is mentioned we in
America quite uniformly think of mind, forgetting
moral and emotional fields, social relationships,
physical performances, and the sources of our common joys, the senses. The desire to be a spirit
leads us fooli5hly to forget that we are organisms.
It is difficult for us to remember that our ancestors
lived not only in the Middle Ages but also in trees
and caves.
The failure of intellectualism as the ideal in
American education is everywhere evident. It has
been altogether ego-centric; too narrow, and partial. The basic problems in American life are not
related fundamentally to scholarly performance at
all, but under the influence of the intellectual tradition, American education has stood for scholarship.
Apparently we limit ourselves when we stand for
anything; to love scholarly performance without.
at the same time, losing the ability to value other
traits highly, has been beyond the power of university faculties.
4
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It seems clear to many that education must give
up its exclusive emphasis upon mind and must
orient its whole program with respect to the whole
organism and the environment which together constitute the total situation. In this endeavor to secure an education of the whole man, certain concepts must prevail.
First is the concept that editcation is concerned
witli the whole person. Education is not booklearning; it is the development of the powers of
the whole individual toward social ends and purposes. Book-learning does not comprise two percent of that ability in a person by virtue of which
he is a reliable citizen and generous friend, or an
integrated, wholesome and healthy personality.
The whole man goes to college and the whole
man should be educated-not merely the seeing,
speaking, writing, and reciting person, but also the
feeling, dancing, laughing, running, believing, liking, loving, and behaving individual. Montaigne
saw this truth long before we had the now available
scientific evidence for unity, when he wrote, "It is
not a mind we are educating, nor a body. It is a
man, and we must not split him in two". To promote or graduate a youth on the basis of scholarship alone is about the silliest thing we do in the
American university system.
President Butler,
writing of the college student, in his 1932 Annual
Report said :
"Evidence of his character-building should come
first, and evidence of his good manners and respect
and concern for others second; and these lacking,
no amount of intellectual performance of any kind
should win him advancement or graduation".
We should go beyond this even. The college
should be organized to give opportunity for wholesome play, generous behavior, social responsiveness,
and similar traits and qualities. The aesthetic,
emotional, and physical needs of youth must be met.
Any individual unable to develop reasonable performances in these matters should have special
teachers assigned to help him overcome his defects.
We long ago gave up the idea that it is natural to
be ignorant and have earnestly planned to produce
a literate people. In time we may become as interested in the emotional, aesthetic, social, and physical
aspects of life as we have been in the intellectual. It
is imperative that we do so.
Continuance of the present policy of prominence
for the athletes and neglect of the non-athletes contributes nothing but woe to the task of educating
the whole man. We should never forget that an
5

athletic aristocracy in the college is rugged individualism in social life, and has about the same justification. We can never assume that the number
of people in the stadium is a measure either of education or of opportunity. College inter-collegiate
sport bears about the same relation to living in this
modern world that the differential calculus does. An
ugly duckling may become a beautiful swan by
waiting. Gene inheritance is sufficient for such a
metamorphosis. But social policy has nothing to
do with this. On the contrary, the education of
youth should never be viewed apart from the persistent problems of the time and place. To allow
college sport to serve other than socially constructive ends is to continue to ignore the profound educative possibilities in activities of emotional, physical, aesthetic, and social experience. Surely if
Kepler and Newton could take liberties with the
sun, moon, and stars, I may be permitted to make
this observation upon these celestial bodies of our
collegiate athletic world.
On the other hand, it is essential that we provide
for all persons extensive experience in the so-called
"fads and frills" of education. These are the activities that minister to the emotional, physical,
aesthetic, and social education of man. The preservation of a free and democratic society rests as
much upon these expressive and integrating educations as it does upon the cultivation of the so-called
solid subjects. Participation in wholesome emotional, social, aesthetic and physical activities must
be recaptured.
Secondly, there is the ever widening acceptance
of the doctrine tltat there is, in tlie scientific sense,
no such thing as "mind" or "body", separate and
distinct, but rather a unified organism receiving
from, correlating with, and responding to the environment of which it is a part.
It is precisely this recognition of unity that leads
many thoughtful persons to believe that education,
of a proper kind and with understanding leadership, may soften the effects of disillusionment. The
revolt against verbalism, and sterile intellectualism,
so evident today in modern Germany, is felt by
man whenever he is placed in the noise, rush, and
chaos of city life. This revolt expresses itself at
times in a flight to sex. In this situation it is imperative that education have due regard to the
place of the senses in the good life. Moralists have
been afraid of sense, but the curative therapy for
much of the spiritual sickness of man today is not
in the responses that have failed but in the sheer
6
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delights of educated sense. A trip round the links
is never merely a game, a hike through the woods is
more than a practical hygiene, a swim in the ocean
takes one beyond the benefits of the sun's actinic
rays, laudable as these are. Lugubriousness cannot arise when one is experiencing life with organic
satisfaction and with creative absorption.
If this new emphasis upon the senses is to be
made, and if education is to acquire responsibilities
commensurate with its promise, we shall need to
revise viewpoints. If reference is made only to
procedures, it is important to observe that learning to dance may be as truly educational as learning to write. But if reference is made to life and
living, then learning to dance, to play, to go into
the woods and fields and to find recreation in nature's solemn or gay mysteries may be much more
significant than learning to write. Alternatives are
not required, however, and comparisons are odious
except for emphasis. Writing there must be of
course. Equally obvious are those educations of
the senses associated with many motor activities.
The problem remains because of the persistent
philosophy of a partial education of man. Suppose
that we agree that we desire boys and girls to
acquire among other things vigorous physique, motor and manual as well as linguistic skills, and effective powers of self-expression. These are desirable objectives. Suppose, even, that a national
commission would approve them. Is that enough?
No! Educational leadership in all fields of education must call for this new emphasis. The hope in
this direction is slight. Leadership trained in the
literary and humanistic disciplines, or in research
and statistical techniques cannot even see the problem. The anomalous condition exists in which, if
success is to be achieved, intellectuals must wage a
fight against intellectualism. School personnel with
some love of adventure must be found. There can
never be a rational education in our schools and
colleges until the educated leadership of our educational institutions love play, enjoy the dance, and
know what the woods and fields mean. It is not a
simple matter of "leaving the brain alone", but
presents the dire necessity of using brain far beyond the narrow limits of traditional academic discipline. By brain the whole man may be discovered
to be more than brain. It is a stimulating thought
that Mark Hopkins was to sit on one end of a login the woods, not in the library.
William James recognized the problem. With
rare insight and delightful phrase, he wrote:
7

"We are trained to seek the choice, the rare, the
exquisite exclusively, and to overlook the common.
We are stuffed with abstract conceptions, and glib
with verbalities and verbosities; and in the culture
of these higher functions the peculiar sources of
joy connected with our simpler functions often dry
up, and we grow stone blind and insensible to life's
more elementary and general goods and joys."
In a rational education of the whole man, the
good that flows from seeing, smelling, tasting, sleeping, daring, and doing with one's body-this good
education of the senses will grow with the years.
Whatever goods there are in life, they arise out of
the natural soil of life, they are found in its simplicities and not in its complexities, and they are apprehended by a human nature that is animal in character. The universality of source does not destroy the
joy, but makes for its universal appeal.
Obviously in the reconstruction of institutions
that must come out of the vast social and economic
changes of this generation, schools and colleges
must, along with other social agencies, find their
social purposes and develop their social functions.
Obviously, too, many of the historic functions of the
schools must be continued. It is time, however, when
the educational program for a democratic state
should be examined anew. We need to discuss particularly the product that we are to get from the
schools, and then call upon the professional services
available to work for the objectives agreed upon.
What these shall be is still to be determined, but as
a preliminary statement I am taking the liberty of
indicating four emphases that should be made.
In the first place, a mood of poise, sanity, balance
and self-control must come into the whole of education. Much of the tension, strain, and ill-health of
people is psychological, but a very large part of it
is mechanical and physical. Improperly adjusted
weights always mean strain. Physical education,
for example, is a fundamental education that often finds its prime justification in the development
of motor power applied harmoniously in the simple
and recurring acts of daily life. The judgment of
an uninformed imagination attempts to draw lines
between "higher" and "lower" services in education. A fastidiousness without wisdom looks down
its nose at muscles-forgetting that it takes muscle
to look down the nose at muscles.
We want youth to acquire a balance and poise of
personality, and we know that this intangible that
we call Personality is but the flowering of the whole
organism. We wish to build through the exper8
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iences of youth a prophylaxis against the frayed
nerves that characterize so many men and women of
this day. Just as many cases of postural defect are
the simple product of a deficient and inadequate
musculature, so many unpoised, nervous, illy-balanced persons are the product of partial education-one
that has neglected fundamental motor educations.
It is so difficult for us to understand that Shakespeare's Hamlet is not a manifestation of pure mind
and Cunningham's mile not a manifestation of pure
muscle. Until we can recast our concept of human
functioning the establishment of poise, balance, and
self-control in youth will be postponed. A person
with the soul of a Micawber waiting for "something
to turn up" may be disposed to delay, but the need
for balanced living is persistent in the signs of our
distress.
In the second place we must promote widely and
intensively the idea that play and recreation belong
in the good life. Play and recreation present pressing difficulties, in part, because we are disposed to
seek for them ulterior ends and goals. Something
is wrong with our notion of play that is responsible
for the person who plays golf "for his health"-a
horrible use for such a noble game.
It is the plain truth of the matter that, as Dewey
suggests, "play and art are moral necessities". Play
is moral necessity in possessing a quality of rapture, an activity whose ends arise within itself, and
which frees and releases the tensions that so readily
bind us.
There is a disposition, but not a growing disposition, to approve play as a mere filler for the leisure
hours that have come with such suddenness upon us.
There can be no doubt of the increasing leisure
hours of people, but play has its place because of
what it does for him who plays. It is not merely a
means for solving the problems of leisure time, it is
itself a vital way of living. Whatever deprives play
of its own careless rapture thereby deprives it of its
moral function. Its chief role is its freedom from
restrictive forms and its expression of the self in
chasing and fleeing, in dramatization of heroic
moments, in captures and capitulations. Thus, rigidities are softened, strains relaxed, bitterness allayed, moroseness dispelled and the narrowness of
specialized tasks broken down. The self expressive
activities of a people mark the culture that is theirs.
So true is this that one might well say, "Tell me
what you play and I'll tell you what you are". When
shall we begin to understand in education Nietsche's
9

aphorism, "Civilization gives man work and safety. What he needs is play and adventure".
In the third place, play and recreation will remain the aspirations of wishful thinking until education bestirs itself in teaching the skills and
awakening the interests in wholesome leisure pursuits. There are many non-motor leisure activities
but motor functions will always bulk large. Because of this the physical illiterates of our age are
dependent largely upon passive amusements for
their leisure hours. Leisure, this great gift of the
twentieth century, finds us quite unprepared both
in facilities and in skills to give ourselves to the
joys of creative and expressive activities. Our em•
phasis upon either a narrow vocationalism or a narrow classicism has contributed to a state of mind
typically found in business and in industry. "The
burden of our civilization" writes Tawney, "is not
merely, as many suppose, that the product of industry is illy-distributed, or its conduct tyrannical,
or its operation interrupted by bitter disagreement.
It is that industry itself comes to hold a position of
exclusive predominance among human interests
which no single interest is fit to occupy. Industrial
communities neglect the very objects for which it is
worth while to acquire riches in their feverish preoccupation with the means of which riches are
acquired". We fail again and again to use this
glorious thing, leisure, because of habits, immersion
in small affairs, our woeful lack of education for
leisure, and the mood of strenuosity that sits so
heavily upon us.
Leopold Stokowski recently has written:
"Already I see man beginning to be liberated
from the dark bondage of his toil. I see the machine doing the drudgery. I see human beings reserved for the interesting, the exciting work of the
world. I envision a tomorrow in America where
men and women will be completely free of mere
dull labor. They will cease to 'make a living'. They
will LIVE ! Then, if the artists, the scientists of today have inspired America, her people will turn to
the beautiful things of life as naturally as they will
give their bodies to the sun. Physically, they will
turn to sport, to games. Physical beauty and health
are as important as the development of the mind.
People will reinvigorate their bodies. They will
live as the fortunate ones of ancient Greece lived.
They will play games. They will dance. If the
artists and scientists have held to their true responsibility today, America will be then a nation of
individuals who will know how to take hold of life
for themselves."
10
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However ambitious Stokowski's v1s1on may appear, it also says more modestly that an education
of the whole man will awaken interests and promote skills for leisure living.
In the fourth place, we must begin to appraise
anew and with more insight the debilitating in. fluences of modern civilization. We moderns are
equipped by nature to live in a primitive, pastoral
type of society. In the short space of a few hundred years we have asked the human organism
fashioned by the influences of more than 500,000
years to give up an active motor life, to submit to
much clothing, to hear constantly harsh noises, to
accustom ourselves to heated houses, canned foods,
and long-range fears. The child is sent to school,
kept indoors for hours, dressed up in ribbons and
collars to please parental vanity. We often ask that
play be gentle, soft, and safe, which is nothing more
than the adult notions of conventional society curbing the legitimate urges and drives of children.
And yet aside from heredity, the only source for
developing vitality in youth is motor activity. Education must provide some rugged, daring, adventurous, fatiguing experiences. Youth movements
may be exploited for political ends, but they are,
nevertheless, the basic organizations for achieving
desirable national goals of a democratic state. To
paraphrase the familiar paradox we may say that
the only way to save our youth is to lose them in
genuinely constructive democratic activities.
In these emphases, the interrelatedness of all educations may focus in the education of the whole
man. Jacks reports the remarks of a speaker at a
meeting called to protect the countryside from the
invasion of ugliness that everywhere rears its head
in commercial enterprises. The speaker said, "You
will never keep your beautiful England until you
get a beautiful people to live in it", Jacks interprets
what was meant by a beautiful people. He writes:
"By a beautiful people he meant simply a people
whose bodies had been liberally educated to correspond with a liberal education of the mind and
to support it at every point; the eye trained to see
beauty and to value it, the ear trained to hear har-·
many and to resent discord, the hand trained to
fine craftsmanship; the whole man, mind and body
together, to creative activity".
The human neuro-muscular mechanism is wonderfully constructed for the performance of skills. It is
naturally skill-hungry and until that is satisfied,
there is unrest, a craving for satisfactions, an inner
urge to kinds of living that have been denied. The
11

poet sings of the lark's song, the rose's splendor,
and the violet's perfume, but these appeals to the
senses of hearing, seeing, and tasting are no more
urgent than that kinesthesia of the joints, muscles,
and nerves which the sculptor, painter, and photographer capture for us.
But kinesthesia will never be captured by words.
Its real meaning can be discovered only in action.
One never really knows what running is until one
runs. Play can never be evaluated in an arm chair.
The exhilarations, enthusiasms, and sense of wellbeing that flow from movement have their own
unique qualities that lie in actions performed. When
the whole man is educated we shall hope to be delivered from that indoor sport of overeating while discussing the dangers of overweight, of sitting much
while holding long discourse upon exercise. The
danger is real. For years we have been accepting
the Baconian statement that knowledge is power,
forgetting Kant's categorical imperative To be.
In spite of the terms vaccine, serum, inoculation,
and immunity we live in an unvaccinated world.
The new scientific jargon competes with medieval
custom, ancestral fradition, and ignorance. Like
some Chinese who have become westernized, we
wear the garments of the world's scientific knowledge, but still keep "pig tails" under our hats.
As the present partial education of man is replaced by a thorough-going education of the whole
man, many problems of modern life will disappear
in the integrated, expressive, wholesome living that
will then be possible.
Centuries ago physical education was planted-a
slip from the wisdom of intellect and understanding. There on the shores of the Aegean Sea it grew
into a sturdy plant destined to nourish with its
roots the future citizens of Greek City States. From
that vivid life of the Greeks, we hear Plato exhorting his fellow citizens "to blend music with gymnastics", and we acclaim the product as we watch the
parade of finely educated youth pass from the
palestra into Greek life.
Physical education flowering in Athens only to
wither in the ascetic sun of another age, or to grow
rank and coarse in the service to hate and passion
of a modern world is the familiar story of great
causes lost to foreign gods. When an education of
the whole man leads on to a world of respect for all
men, the unity and universals that escaped Henry
Adams in his long quest for reality will be upon us.
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